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Executive Summary 

Description 
The National Johns Suppression Initiative (NJSI) - a nationwide counter human trafficking 
campaign focusing on reducing demand - ran in July and August 2018. Led by Cook County 
Sheriff Tom Dart, the NJSI began in 2011 with this campaign serving as its 16th nationwide 
operation. With the NJSI providing collaboration with over 120 law enforcement agencies 
making 8,753 arrests across 25 states over its history, this 
summer’s campaign conducted online and offline operations 
targeting buyers that supply the wealth to the United States 
trafficking economy. 

The campaign included a pilot of a buyer deterrence system 
from childsafe.ai, the artificial intelligence platform protecting 
kids online. The pilot provided participating agencies a 
conversational intelligence for interacting with buyers. After the 
conversation with the buyer concludes, childsafe.ai delivers a 
customized deterrence message. 

An example is right. 

This report is an analysis of the results of buyer deterrence of 
the 16th NJSI campaign. 
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Participating agencies included Cook County Sheriff, New York Police Department, Seattle 
Police Department, Portland Police Bureau, Phoenix Police Department, Brown County 
Sheriff, Houston Police Department, and Boston Police Department. 

Key Results 
While the 16th campaign of the National Johns Suppression Initiative was operated by local 
law enforcement agencies, it affected buyer demand nationwide. 1,607 buyers in 39 states 
received deterrence messages. 

The following choropleth indicates the density of those buyers across the continental 
United States, though the campaign did reach buyers from Alaska and Hawaii. 

 

Those buyers drove 6,803 individual 
communications to the childsafe.ai 
deterrence platform. The majority of those 
contacts came via SMS at 71%. 

The single biggest difference between this 
campaign and those previously conducted in 
the NJSI was the change in the online 
landscape for human trafficking. With the 
twin events of the passage of FOSTA / SESTA 
in March and the federal seizure of Backpage 
in April, the online distribution layer fueling 
the human trafficking economy changed 
fundamentally. Most of the websites that 
were previous centers for this activity shut 
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down with providers and buyers scattered out over a host of new or newly remade 
websites. 

This posed an opportunity for the campaign to assess where the demand has migrated and 
measure its change. 

Decoy advertisements were posted across 11 different websites. The campaign revealed 
significant differences in the demand those websites attract. 

 

Finally, the deterrence component of the campaign extended participating jurisdictions’ 
reach by 474%. With these eight jurisdictions making 285 arrests, the deterrence 
component reached over five times as many buyers as sting operations. 

Analysis 

Buyers 
Buyer deterrence reached an average of 239 contacts per week, deterring 1,607 in total.  

Each week showed an average of 5.6% week over week growth. 
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Those buyers drove 6,906 individual communications for the platform. Calls in the first 
week were inflated due to an error in some call handling that cause a large number of 
callbacks. 82% of the buyer communication over last three weeks was over SMS. 
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In addition to managing communication 
and deterrence with the buyers, 
childsafe.ai also aggregates information 
from public consumer and 
telecommunications data sources on the 
content and contacts to the platform. 

72% of the buyers who contacted decoy 
advertisements during the campaign 
used a mobile phone. Just over a quarter 
of the buyers used a “Non Fixed VoIP” 
number. These are frequently issued by 
mobile texting apps like Google Voice or 
TextNow. 

Of the 1,149 buyers that used a mobile 
phone, 163 were prepaid “burner” SIMs 
(14%). 

Carrier and app usage remained steady over the observed period. There is not a 
statistically significant change in usage of carriers or apps over the course of the campaign. 

 

During the campaign, childsafe.ai 
correlated 60% of the buyers with at least 
a name and a city and 36% with a street 
address using consumer data sources.  

Combined with correlating 
telecommunications data, 98% of the 
buyers contacting the platform can be 
placed in a city. 

A point plot indicates activity clustered 
around the participating jurisdictions, but 
drawing buyers from around the United 
States. 
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57% of buyers observed during the 
campaign appear to reside in the 
metropolitan area in which they are 
attempting purchase.  

The distribution of in-market or 
out-of-market buyers appears to be 
geographically dependent.  

No buyers were observed attempting 
to buy in multiple jurisdictions. Two 
new advertising websites - 
KittyAds.com and AtYourDoor.love - 
sent unsolicited SMS to ads in several 
jurisdictions offering discounted 
rates. 

Example: 
KittyAds.com - new BackPage. Post your ad for free /w this coupon: 3h5s2l 

Behavior 
Eight of the jurisdictions participating in buyer deterrence during the NJSI campaign used 
childsafe.ai to communicate with buyers: New York Police Department, Cook County 
Sheriff, Seattle Police Department, Portland Police Bureau, Houston Police Department, 
Phoenix Police Department, and Boston Police Department. For these jurisdictions, buyer 
behavior could be observed. 
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82% of buyers observed in the campaign 
responded to one phone number over the 
course of the operation. High frequency 
buyers who respond to more than 2 
advertisements in a month only constituted 
1.5% of the total. 

This behavior appears to be consistent 
across jurisdictions. 

One in every five buyers contacted 
advertisements on multiple days.   

This behavior is also consistent among all 
jurisdictions, though it does appear 

jurisdictions that posted ads late 
morning / early afternoon local 
time reached a few percentage 
points more high frequency 
buyers than jurisdictions that 
posted in the evening. 

Defined as those that contact 3 or 
more different advertisements or 
contact on 3 or more days, the 
campaign reached 20 high 
frequency buyers total. 

SMS conversations with buyers 
were usually between 5 and 15 
messages in length. 

 

Of the 701 buyers who responded via SMS to a childsafe.ai phone number, 273 made an 
explicit offer of money. 208 buyers asked for additional photos. 52 buyers asked for extras. 
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46 buyers asked if the advertised provider was affiliated with law enforcement. 0 buyers 
asked for the provider’s age. 

Websites 
With this NJSI campaign being the first after the recent disruption of the online distribution 
layer fueling the human trafficking economy in the United States, the operation afforded a 
timely, national view into how trafficking victims are bought and sold on the Internet. With 
a number of new and newly-remade websites vying for the marketshare recently vacated 
by sites like Backpage and The Erotic Review, the snapshot of US demand afforded by the 
campaign is likely the first dataset of its kind. 

Eleven different websites received responses through the childsafe.ai Deterrence Platform. 
Pre-FOSTA classified site cityXguide led the group in responses followed distantly by 
Megapersonals. Response rates for other websites were very small. 

 

Website popularity appears to be geographically bounded with websites claiming top share 
in some jurisdictions but not others. In New York, cityXguide provided most of the 
overwhelming majority of responses, while Megapersonals provided the majority of 
responses in Cook County and the jurisdictions they assisted in ad posting. 

This observation could be due to local market dynamics, but the number of websites tested 
by each jurisdiction also played a factor. Jurisdictions like New York focused attention on 
two high producing websites while jurisdictions like Portland tested many over the course 
of the operation. 

Surprisingly, some websites with high ad volume like Skip The Games produced low 
response rates. Also a site like SipSap which has 2% of the ad volume of OneBackpage 
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produced nearly 10x the response volume.

 

It appears ad volume is a poor predictor of demand volume for any given ecosystem. 

 

Market Response 
For agencies participating in the 
deterrence component of the 16th NJSI 
campaign, buyers who contacted decoy 
advertisements each received at least one 
deterrence message.  

Deliverability is reported differently for the 
four major wireless carriers in the United 
States. Two carriers report that a message 
is “delivered” to confirm it was received by 
the subscriber’s handset. The other two 
carriers report that a messages is “sent” to 
confirm it was sent to the handset, but do 
not confirm it was received by the handset. Messages are indicated as “undelivered” if it 
was not received by the handset or if the phone number does not support texting (e.g. if it 
is a landline or business voice-only line). 
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1,607 buyers received 3,434 deterrence messages following their conversation in response 
to a decoy advertisement. 95% of those messages were “delivered” or “sent.”  

After receiving a deterrence message, 17% 
of buyers responded to the deterrence with 
a call or SMS. Response rates to the 
deterrence were similar across 
jurisdictions. 

53% of buyers responded to the deterrence 
message via SMS, 46.9% of buyers 
responded via phone call. 

The top quartile of buyers responding via 
phone called 3 or more times. 7 buyers 
responded via phone 9 or more times. One 
buyer called 38 times. 

 

Buyers responding to deterrence via SMS showed a similar behavior. 

 

Of the 298 text messages in response to deterrence, buyers expressed a wide gamut of 
sentiments. 

Some were penitent. 
● Will certainly take it to heart 
● It was a mistake and it won't happen agine I promise 
● I will not message or anything. Ever again 
● Heard. never attempting it again. 
● Sorry. Not happening done texting games. Stupid to do 

Others were angry. 
● Hey dip shit I'm not sex trafficking nor looking for sex dumbass,  get yo facts straight 

numbnuts 
● Go fuck your mother 
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● my employer is detective I sent you your number He will look for you son of a bitch 
● your trick does not work with me you're a piece of shit 
● Come get me bitch 

😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 

A number deflected indicating they loaned their phone to another person. 
● Hello, I've conducted a brief investigation regarding this matter from my side. I've had 

lended my phone for a few hours a couple of days for my friend, it had turned out that it 
was him who had made the response to such ads. I sincerely apologize for the cheap 
move made by him. I will no longer lend my phone to him or anyone else in my friends 
cycle.  
But please do not continue to send me such messages as it isn't I, who has been 
responding to such ads. My family and I very much respect the law and wouldn't make 
such contacts in a million years, as we come from well respected backgrounds. 

● Sorry to hear but my phone was lost for a day i just brought a new one and request my 
number to new phone sorry wasnt me 

● Hello, this number been contacting a family member of mine with this message, 
someone must be using my information or something because i got noting to do with 
what your texting. I have friends that done  stuff like that, they’ve used my phone all the 
time, never new what they was doing till theyve told me but i never gave them my 
information. And im not friends with them any more. because they recently told me 
they do stuff like that i stopped hanging out with them. 

Some are difficult to categorize. 
● We shall see the hunters (frauds) become the legally hunted!!!!! 
● You bling my missing I'm col poles you nbir 
● I'm a Christian man please please please don't send me this 
● Send me one more 

2 is better 
One buyer even sent a self-identifying email to a participating agency indicating he’d received 
the deterrent: 

Hello Sheriff, recently I just received a text on solicitation.  I was tempted by my 
friend but I never had the will to ever do such thing. I just got out of an extremely 
bad relationship and peer pressure was on me by bad friends. I would never dare to 
commit such crime but I was just wasn’t in the right set of mind at that time . Is 
there any sort of consequences for what I did ? 

In addition to responding directly to the deterrence messages, buyers expressed their fear 
and concern in the local forums for popular hobby boards. Nearly every participating 
jurisdiction had a least one buyer post on a public forum warning other buyers about their 
experience. 

This buyer in Portland indicated he was “looking over both shoulders” after receiving a 
deterrence message. 
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This buyer in Chicago kicked off a long conversation about burner phones that lasted for 
three weeks. 

 

A thread in New York started mid-campaign and kept running throughout the month. It 
received 14 replies and got 1,612 views, dominating the Alerts section of that hobby board. 
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Later in the thread, a buyer posted what he received on Imgur 
(https://i.imgur.com/DoQ2Hpb.png), further extending the deterrent’s reach. 

 

One buyer wanted to address the department directly. 

 

Surprisingly, one buyer responded that frequently changing your number is discouraged by 
a number of escort agencies. 
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Many of these threads are getting removed on this hobby board for fear of monitoring by 
law enforcement - some buyers indicated that the atmosphere has become “shook.” 

 

Finally, the operation captured a fair bit of publicity producing a national wire story and a 
fair bit of earned local media. 

● Chicago Tribune - “Dozens arrested in Cook County as part of national 
sex-trafficking crackdown” 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/breaking/ct-met-national-john-suppressi
on-intitiative-20180829-story.html 

● Chicago Daily Herald - “More than 80 arrested in Cook, Lake county prostitution 
stings” 
https://www.dailyherald.com/news/20180829/more-than-80-arrested-in-cook-lake-c
ounty-prostitution-stings 

● ABC7 Chicago - “More than 450 arrested in national sex buyer sting, 84 in Illinois” 
https://abc7chicago.com/more-than-450-arrested-in-national-sex-buyer-sting-84-in-i
llinois/4093121/ 

● NBC Chicago - “Dozens Arrested in Suburban Chicago Sex-Trafficking Stings” 
https://www.nbcchicago.com/news/local/Dozens-Arrested-in-Suburban-Chicago-Sex
-Trafficking-Stings-492050601.html 

● AP - “Dozens arrested in suburban Chicago sex-trafficking stings” 
https://apnews.com/36e37341dbaa4675b8eb6229978088f7 
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● Reason - “'National Sex Trafficking Crackdown' Nets Zero Sex Traffickers: Reason 
Roundup” - 
https://reason.com/blog/2018/08/31/national-john-stings-net-no-sex-traffick 

● Fox 11 Green Bay - “Human trafficking operation yields 19 arrests and 409 warnings 
in Brown County” 
https://fox11online.com/news/local/brown-county-authorities-take-part-in-national-
human-trafficking-operation 

● Green Bay Press Gazette - “Cops send warning to would-be online Johns” 
https://www.greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/2018/09/07/prostitution-warnin
g-would-johns-sex-money-crime/1221623002/ 

● NBC 26 Green Bay - “Brown County announces sexual exploitation arrests” 
https://www.nbc26.com/news/brown-county-announces-sexual-exploitation-arrests 

● We Are Green Bay - “Johns Suppression Initiative Leads Brown County Officials to 
Arrest 19+” 
https://www.wearegreenbay.com/news/local-news/johns-suppression-initiative-lead
s-brown-county-officials-to-arrest-19-/1426108596 

That press even got cited by “DaveInPhoenix” - one of the most well known buyers in the 
United States. 
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Conclusions 
The 16th campaign of the National Johns Suppression Initiative provided the first 
comprehensive look at the post-Backpage, post-FOSTA demand fueling the human 
trafficking economy in the United States. Buyers appear to be purchasing with less 
frequency and in fewer numbers, but also appear to continue to use the same modalities 
to purchase. 

The deterrence component of the campaign reached a representative nationwide 
cross-section of buyers, providing unique insight to their demographics and behavior. The 
American buyer still depends on websites for advertising, still uses his or her daily major 
carrier cell phone and almost always sets up the purchase over SMS.  

Buyers are using a wide away of websites, some of which reach a critical mass locally while 
the national demand marketshare remains a highly competitive space. 

Finally, counter demand campaigns like the NJSI create real fear, uncertainty and doubt in 
local buyer communities which they express directly in response to that activity, but also 
spread virally to their buying peers. Law enforcement agencies adding deterrence to these 
efforts can multiply their reach by an order of magnitude, extending their touch from 
dozens of arrests to hundreds of buyers in their jurisdiction. 

Looking forward, law enforcement can take away a number of tactics that were validated 
during the 16th NJSI campaign. 

● Advertising websites aren’t what they seem. Trying multiple sites in your market are 
the only way to learn where the buyers in your jurisdiction are congregating. 

● Hobby boards are target-rich environments for counter demand operations. The 
future of buying will look a lot less like Backpage and a lot more like Erotic Monkey. 

● Posting early to catch the “lunch rush” can help you reach more high frequency 
buyers. 

● Posting a “new phone number” for a complaint-heavy massage parlor or escort 
agency in a hobby board can disrupt buyer confidence in the information they are 
being provided. 

● Buyers share with buyers - arrests, deterrents, publicity all end up on their radar, 
amplifying your enforcement for you. 

Wins 
Highlights from the campaign. 

● Extra week helped get a full month of data, providing a more robust picture of the 
current buying climate. 
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● Customization features for the childsafe.ai chatbot appeared to help - having a bot 
respond with pricing and geographical awareness helped for placing 
advertisements. 

● The campaign afforded an opportunity to iterate rapidly on new counterdemand 
tactics as well as the conversational intelligence. Machine learning models were able 
to get multiple revisions per week against live buyers. 

● Brown County’s use of Erotic Monkey proved to be an excellent find - best response 
rates in the campaign. 

● Hobby board monitoring helped identify the impact the campaign had on the 
buying community. 

● Weekly data appeared to be sufficient for agencies to execute against. 
● Points of Contact for participating agencies were hyper responsive - don’t think it 

ever took more than 30 minutes to hear back on a question. 
● Memex intelligence on local ad volume appeared to provide tactical utility for 

participating agencies. 

Opportunities for Improvement 
Observations on common problems running counter demand campaigns. 

● Photo sourcing continues to be the number one issue for each agency. Biggest 
inhibitor for posting advertisements is getting the photos to fill them - this hurdle 
prevents a lot of agencies from doing counter demand altogether. 

● The ability to reach the full demand of a market is not available after Backpage and 
other primary websites shutdown. Ads posted on Backpage got much higher 
response rates. 

● Ad posting in the new online landscape is time consuming. Often takes a full time 
head count to keep advertisements on the front page. 

● Paying for ads continues to be a hurdle for many jurisdictions. With credit card 
processing continuing to go up and down on many websites and Bitcoin remaining 
technically complex to acquire and spend, jurisdictions often have to depend on 
free ad boards that attract less demand. 

● Data visibility for the childsafe.ai platform is currently “all or nothing” - users can see 
everything or they can see nothing. Finer grained row level permissions need to be 
introduced so chains of command can see how the campaign is performing in 
realtime. 

● The intermittent issue with call handling overinflated call statistics for the first four 
days of the operation. Difficult to pull out that noise from the valuable signal of how 
buyers are using voice calls. 
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